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Disclaimer: 

  
This work may not be copied, sold, used as content in any manner or your name 
put on it until you buy sufficient rights to sell it or distribute it as your own from 
us and the authorized reseller/distributer. 
 
Every effort has been made to be accurate in this publication. The publisher does 
not assume any responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation. 
We do our best to provide the best information on the subject, but just reading 
it does not guarantee success. You will need to apply every step of the process 
in order to get the results you are looking for.  
 
This publication is not intended for use as a source of any legal, medical or 
accounting advice. The information contained in this guide may be subject to 
laws in the United States and other jurisdictions. We suggest carefully reading 
the necessary terms of the services/products used before applying it to any 
activity which is, or may be, regulated. We do not assume any responsibility for 
what you choose to do with this information. Use your own judgment. 
 
Any perceived slight of specific people or organizations, and any resemblance to 
characters living, dead or otherwise, real or fictitious, is purely unintentional.  
 
Some examples of past results are used in this publication; they are intended to 
be for example purposes only and do not guarantee you will get the same 
results. Your results may differ from ours. Your results from the use of this 
information will depend on you, your skills and effort, and other different 
unpredictable factors.  
 
It is important for you to clearly understand that all marketing activities carry the 
possibility of loss of investment for testing purposes. Use this information wisely 
and at your own risk. 
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Limited Special Offer for You: 

Google AdWords Made Easy 
(Video Training) 

 
 

Click here and Claim your Copy with FULL Private Label 
Rights and Make a lot of Money with it starting TODAY! 

 

 

http://um4.me/gainabox
http://um4.me/gainabox
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Introduction: 

 
Welcome to the latest and very easy to apply Google AdWords Training, 

designed to take you by the hand and walk you through the process of getting 

the most out of Google AdWords on behalf of your business. 

I’m so excited to have you here, and I know this will be very helpful for you. 

This excellent and exclusive Google AdWords Training will take you by the hand 

and show you step-by-step, topic by topic, and tool by tool what you really need 

to know in order to dominate Google AdWords the easiest way possible, using 

the most effective tools and in the shortest time ever. 

This is exactly what you are going to learn: 

In Chapter I You will learn what Google AdWords is all about; we will give you 

the easiest definition for it, and you will learn where Google ads are shown as 

well as how to get started with it. 

In Chapter II You will learn why you should definitely use Google AdWords for 

your business. You will learn about some of its amazing benefits as well as 

several shocking facts that will make you decide to start using it right away. 

In Chapter III You will learn about the Top 5 Google AdWords Automation Power 

Tools. Here you will be able to see several power tools and services dedicated to 

help you get the most out of Google AdWords. 

In Chapter IV You will watch our over-the-shoulder method on Setting up a 

Profitable AD Campaign from Start to Finish. We will cover topics like: Creating 

an AdWords Account, Creating your first campaign, Creating your first ad, 
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Creating your first keyword list, Entering your Billing Details, Getting familiar 

with your AdWords Account and Going Mobile with AdWords. 

In Chapter V You will learn about 10 Proven Google AdWords Tricks you can start 

using today. Tricks that you can apply and definitely see great results in your 

Google AdWords Marketing efforts. These tricks have been used by experienced 

marketers obtaining awesome results. 

In Chapter VI You will learn the 10 must do’s you can’t miss on AdWords. These 

are exact things you should remember to use or practice so you can succeed on 

Google AdWords. 

In Chapter VII You will learn the 10 warnings you should be aware of on Google 

AdWords. Miss them and be prepare to be disappointed in your Google 

AdWords Marketing Efforts. 

In Chapter VIII You will get the chance to look at several shocking Google 

AdWords Case Studies. These are actual examples we have taken from the 

internet to show you that Google AdWords actually works so that you can have 

complete confidence in your ability to achieve your own business success story 

with it. 

In Chapter IX You will learn how to use Google AdWords as an Internet Marketer 

in order to make money online. Strategies that you can apply and definitely see 

great results in your Internet Marketing efforts. These Strategies have been 

used by experienced internet marketers obtaining awesome results. 

Well, it’s time to dominate Google AdWords fellows. I know you will love this 

training a lot. 

To Your Success, 

JayKay Bak 
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Chapter I: What is Google 

AdWords all about? 

Google is a search engine that 

helps you find other useful 

sites on the web using specific 

keyword searches. Every 

search shows that people are 

looking for a solution to their 

problem with correct and 

authentic information on the 

web.  

Google AdWords is an auction based promotional method that came and 

brought a revolution in the field of advertising with the PPC (Pay-per-Click) 

pricing model. 

It is simply a system that helps you market your products and services by placing 

text advertisements which are discoverable when certain specific keywords are 

searched for. 

 Definition  

Google AdWords is an advertising service for businesses and marketers who 

want to promote their brand and businesses with Google Network. AdWords 

assists you to design online ads, enhance your brand awareness, and attract 

more traffic toward your businesses. 
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AdWords permits advertisers to acquire links and text on the search result page. 

The publisher needs to pay only when someone clicks on his advertisement or 

goes to his website. The bidding amount for clicks can vary from as small as a 

penny or as high as $80.  

Google AdWords gives you complete control for your campaign. You can 

manage your advertising campaign online so that it becomes accessible anytime 

and anywhere you choose. You can also make changes, like editing it according 

to your budget.  

Business owners are the boss with the help of AdWords, for example, they can 

set their bid, choose the place where the ad will appear and evaluate the effects 

of the ad. These online advertisements reach the right audience that would be 

interested in their products and services. 

Google AdWords campaigns are not "set and forget" campaigns, you need to 

analyze, track and monitor your campaigns on a regular basis. AdWords rules 

and user interface are being changed on a frequent basis, and they cannot be 

taken lightly. 

 Where Google ads are shown: 

Ads can be displayed 24X7 across the world or limited to a specific area, region, 

state and country according to the publisher’s choice. Let’s have a look at how 

Google compiles search engine results.  

Google shows Advertisements on Search engine result pages (also known as 

SERP’s). It also consistently modifies the results page layout, format and colors. 

A website can be shown numerous times in search results with the help of 

AdWords and organic search results. 
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Google Results 

When a person 

searches for a 

keyword (or query) on 

Google, relevant ads 

linked to that selected 

keyword are shown on the search engine results page. By default, there are up 

to 11 ads on a page. You can edit your browser setting to revise your limits. 

Google also shows results from other Google websites and networks. To add 

that extra punch to your website appearance, you can take advantage of other 

Google products such as YouTube, Google Images, and many more. 

Search partners results 

Google AdWords are not limited to only Google Search Engine Results Pages. 

Google recommends a vast advertising platform with three major elements - 

Search, Search Partners and Google Display Network (GDN). 

Websites such as Ask.com, America online, Netscape Netcenter, CompuServe, 

EarthLink and Shopping.com are integrated with Google and display Google 

results within their search pages.  

AdSense Websites and Gmail 

Thousands of websites display AdWords ads on their webpages as being a part 

of the AdSense program. Depiction of AdWords Ads are decided based upon the 

content of the Website. 

Any business owner who has an authentic website can benefit from AdSense. 

Google has close relationships with some of the prominent content websites 
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over the internet such as About.com, Business.com, HGTV, The New York Times 

and more. 

Gmail, as known to all, is a mailing service owned by Google. AdWords ads are 

shown on the right side of the mail in your inbox. You can organize your ads to 

show relevant offers based on email text. 

 How to get started: 

Many Business owners and Marketers are looking at how Google AdWords 

actually works in order to make their advertising campaign successful. Google 

works using search algorithms to show the most relevant results as per the 

keywords on the search page. 

To become familiar with Google AdWords, you need to know the basics, such as 

Keywords, Placements, Bids and Quality Scores. Let’s have a brief look at them. 

Keywords:  

Keywords are the terms that you can use to get your ads discovered on search 

engines and other websites.   Keywords can also be described as topics or 

phrases that relate to some specific matter of significance. 

For example, if you are dealing in "Bakery services", you can use ‘cake 

decoration’ as a keyword. And when someone looks for the similar keywords, 

your ad will be shown in Google search results and other associated websites.  

Placement:  

Google significantly decides where your AdWords ads occur based on your 

search phrase compared to the Websites in the Google Display Network. If you 

want more control over your ads, you can choose "definite ad arrangement."   

http://www.about.com/
http://www.business.com/
http://www.hgtv.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://gmail.com/
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Bid and Ad Quality: 

Google AdWords is simply based on Quality score. Quality score depends on how 

your website landing pages, ads and keywords are related to the search query 

and what is the probability to get clicked. 

Bid is the maximum amount you wish to pay for a click. Bid and Quality Score 

vary according to the campaign. 

Ad Rank: 

Google Ad Rank decides appearances and order of the Ads. Ad Ranks rely upon 

bid and the quality of the ad.  

Ad Rank = Quality Score * Bid 

Every time you appear in searches and someone clicks on your ads, you will be 

charged on CPC (cost per click) basis. 

 Google and You: 

Google has great advertising 

power. The three advertising 

venues: search partners, AdWords, 

and AdSense practically agree with 

optimize, publicize and monetize to 

create the best Google Marketing 

campaign.  

You need to think according to your prospects in order to enhance your CTR and 

brand value in the market. You need to run your AdWords campaign in the right 

way to grab customer’s attention. 
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Know your customers (KYC): You need to define targeted audiences and bring 

them to your website. 

Know the interest: Notice the behavior, interest, likes/dislikes and purchasing 

power of your targeted audiences for better targeting. 

Target by demographics and interest: Communicate the same in your Ads, 

Website and landing pages, Email and in every segment of communication.  

You have products and want to sell them online, you can opt for Google’s 

shopping portals: Google Catalogs and Froogle. These portals are search engines 

dedicated to sh0wcasing printed catalogs and link it with your website. 
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Chapter II: Why should you 

definitely use AdWords for 

your business? 

Google AdWords is an effective online 

advertising tool that enables you to show 

your ads in Google’s search results. It is a 

Pay per Click marketing method to help 

you reach potential customers and 

generate revenue by promoting your 

products online.   

Google AdWords is an effective online 

advertising tool that enables you to show 

your ads in Google’s search results. It is a 

Pay per Click marketing method to help you reach potential customers and 

generate revenue by promoting your products online.  

 Amazing Benefits: 

Some major benefits of using Google AdWords are: 

          Advertise Locally or Globally:  

Google AdWords provides you the ability to advertise your products or services 

locally or globally. You can display your ads in specific countries, regions or cities. 
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You can enable some particular ads to display only at some particular locations. 

You can specify some keywords to show your ads for a specific location. By 

customizing your ads, you can target interested audiences.  

This geo-targeting ability of Google AdWords helps you to improve your visibility 

within the globe and brings more traffic to your business. Keep this in mind, and 

see your profits grow. 

          Reach the Right people at the right time:  

Google AdWords helps you to reach the right people at the right time. You can 

advertise within the relevant niches and attract visitors. It allows you to easily 

reach the people who are searching for your products.  

You can improve your conversion rates easily through a Google AdWords 

campaign. Targeting a specific audience is easily possible here. All you need to 

do is to plan accordingly. 

You can also target a particular region, in a particular language to display your 

ads at a pre-specified day or time. It attracts interested audience and drives 

more traffic to sell your products or services. 

          Get your business easily discovered: 

If your ad is displayed on the top of the search results, then it will draw the 

attention of more visitors. People will find your business easily and instantly.  

It helps you to gain more visibility and create brand awareness.  

Ranking above your competitors enables you to generate more potential leads 

and improves your online sales. It also facilitates easy attainment of your 

targeted goals.  
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Along with that, you can also ensure that you're getting the best value from 

your marketing activities. You won't have to wait around for the results to be 

generated at an unspecified time. 

          Measurable, and Accountable:  

Google AdWords provides you the ability to track how many people have seen 

your ad and how many clicks you received on your ads. It also helps you learn 

how long people stayed on your website. 

It can provide you a sales report indicating weekly and monthly visits. You can 

easily measure your performance by analyzing this data. By evaluating the 

results of these detailed reports, you can judge the factors that are improving 

your rank. 

You can measure your ROI performance using AdWords. You have full access to 

your Google AdWords account and you can easily measure and maintain it. By 

doing so, you ensure your efforts are focused in the right direction. 

          Flexibility in your Campaign:  

Google AdWords provides you complete control to change and manage your 

ads. If you want to increase your bid on a particular day or decrease it, then you 

can easily do it.  

You can also turn off your ads when a problem happens. You can show images 

and any information on ad extensions. You can discover your audience by 

location, time, and language and device type.  

It can be used to display your ads for exact match. As a result, you can make 

changes at your will. Thus, it provides you full flexibility to customize your ads 

according to your needs.  
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          Cost effective:  

Another important benefit of using Google AdWords is that it is cost effective. It 

offers you a Pay-per-Click method of online marketing in which you need not pay 

anything when visitors see your ads on search results.  

You only need to pay when a customer clicks on your ad and visits your website. 

Cost-per-Click of each keyword is dependent on various factors like the bidding 

price, quality score and relevancy of that keyword to product or services. 

Various options are available for bidding on keywords that you choose according 

to your budget. You can increase your traffic without increasing your budget by 

using Google AdWords. 

          Stop, Start, Pause, and Test:  

Google AdWords allows you to stop, start, pause and test your ads anytime. If 

you find that an ad or a keyword is not generating any profit, then you can stop 

it whenever you like.  

You can search for new terms and add it to your campaign. If some technical 

issues or any other issues occur, then you can pause your ad and restart it after 

solving those issues.  

You can test your ads with different keywords to evaluate which keyword is 

generating more traffic to your products. These abilities help you to easily 

manage your online marketing business. 

          Highly Targeted:  

Google AdWords can engage people by providing various targeting capabilities 

like: 
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Location Targeting: It enables you to display your ads to the specific geographic 

location. 

Device Targeting:  It allows you to target your audience separately by a specific 

device type like laptops, desktop, tablets or mobile devices. 

Language Targeting: It also provides you the ability to show your ads in different 

languages. 

Time Targeting:  It provides you the capability to display your ads on specific 

days or hours of the day. 

Auto-Tagging:  This feature automatically creates custom URLs to add additional 

information about clicks in Google Analytics Reports. 

          Maximum Relevance:  

Position of ads on Google search results pages is determined by ad auctions. 

Many factors affect the ranking of your ad, like bid amount, Click through Rate 

and your landing page relevancy to search results, etc. 

If your bid price is lower than your competitor, but your click through rate is 

high, then the probability of placing your ad at a high rank gets increased. If your 

website or landing page is more relevant to your ads, then it will place your ad 

above your competitor’s ad in search results. 

           Measure your ROI:  

Measuring Return on Investment (ROI) is a time consuming process and needs 

effective analytical skills. Google AdWords provides you conversion tracking 

tools to measure ROI very fast and accurately.  
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You can pay for each and every click that is traceable. So, it is easy to measure 

ROI in a better manner. Measurement of ROI enables you to evaluate which 

keywords are effective, and which are not. 

Google AdWords ROI enables you to pay only for business and profit so you can 

control your loss.  ROI helps you to calculate the real effect of your advertising 

efforts on your business.  

Eye Opening Facts  

About 97% of Google’s total revenues 

come from online advertising. 

(Source) 

 

 Spending on PPC Ads rose 12% year-on-

year in the fourth quarter of 2014. 

(Source) 

For high commercial intent search 

queries the top 3 ad spots take about 

41% of clicks on the page. (Source) 

 

 99% of Google's top 1000 clients run 

campaigns on the Display Network & 

YouTube. (Source) 

 

6.6% is an average lift in consumer’s 

mind awareness of a brand that has an 

ad appearing in Google search. 

 

http://itrust.gr/services/online-marketing/adwords/
http://www.sitewit.com/2015/01/27/10-surprising-statistics-pay-per-click/
http://www.toppagesearches.com/
https://pradeepkpandey.wordpress.com/tag/google-search/
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(Source) 

 Google display campaigns reach 80% 

of global internet users. (Source) 

Consumers exposed to display ads are 

155% more likely to search for brand 

and segment specific terms. (Source) 

 

 Google rakes in 33% of all online ad 

revenue (38.6 billion out of 117.6 

billion). (Source) 

At least 300,000 mobile applications 

are currently serving mobile ads. 

(Source) 

 

 Google controls 68% of the US search 

engine market. (Source) 

 

 

 

 

http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/google-advertising-statistics/
http://www.webindiainc.com/ppc-management/display-network-advertising.html
http://www.mmtadvertising.net/pay-per-click-advertising/
http://www.uprise.co.nz/2014/08/10-mind-blowing-statistics-power-google-adwords/
https://www.hashdoc.com/documents/28808/21-random-stats-and-facts-about-google-adwords
http://priceonomics.com/what-is-googles-market-share-for-search/
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Chapter III: Top 5 Google 

AdWords Automation Power 

Tools 

WordStream 

WordStream is a great 

tool to optimize and 

boost your online 

advertising campaign. If 

you don’t know how to 

manage and analyze your 

AdWords campaign, take 

advantage of WordStream. It saves you time, money and renovates your 

campaign. 

This tool uses PPC Software to assist you with money spend and adequately 

transform leads into paying customers. Free Graders measure your business and 

deliver you immediate results of AdWords campaigns and suggestions to 

improve.  

WordStream first analyzes your current campaigns with the performance 

grader, optimizes with advisor to get better results and maximizes your 

campaign results. It is fast and secure. You can opt for a free trial to know how it 

works and then go for a monthly or yearly plan.  

 

http://www.wordstream.com/
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AdStage  

AdStage is an all-in-one 

solution for businesses to 

manage their complete 

online presence with a 

single tool, working with 

Google AdWords, 

Facebook, LinkedIn and more. It allows you to edit and create productive ad 

campaigns to attract new audiences.   

Optimization features empower online editing and automated optimization. 

Automation enables you to create automated rules, scheduling and 

optimizations of bid, etc. You can also track your conversions, manage your 

campaign, and create different varieties of ads. 

You can design Text Ads, Image Ads, Mobile Ads, and Mobile Image Ads with 

this amazing tool. You can take advantage of AdStage apps such as the Google 

Campaign Builder app to create and advertise your businesses among your 

potential audiences.  

It gives you a 14-day free trial, but if you opt for any plan you need to pay 

accordingly. For AdStage starter, you need to pay $199/month, AdStage 

Standard's cost is $ 249/month, and for professional you need to pay $ 399 

/month. 

Acquisio  

Acquisio is an 

automated tool for 

https://www.adstage.io/
http://www.acquisio.com/
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online advertising media that enables businesses and marketers to accelerate 

their AdWords campaign, analyze their marketing strategies and allows a closer 

look to get real time results.  

Acquisio enables Cross Publisher Data Integration that collects your complete 

data into one place which is Acquisio’s Bulksheet. It designs ads with keywords 

having a clear goal in sight with KPI tracking. 

This tool accomplishes 90% of your work and saves time and money. It 

automates, optimizes, measures, and extends your reach to improve your 

revenue. 

Acquisio Bid and Budget Management is the most robust technological tool with 

automated updates in every 30 minutes, which helps you to extend your reach, 

improve CPC and CTR. 

SEMrush  

SEMrush has been created 

by SEO professionals to help 

marketers working in the 

same line. They possess the 

required knowledge, helpful 

data and expertise that helps 

businesses succeed in the long run.  

Whether you want to know about how products are being advertised or find the 

best phrase when seeking advertising text, it works well in tandem with the 

marketing department. 

http://www.semrush.com/
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In case of special projects, you can also get access to accurate, trustworthy and 

reliable data that facilitates easy moving ahead with complete ease. It provides 

you with some special features like organic research, advertising research, 

product listing, keyword research, etc. All of these enable you to attain your 

targeted goals. 

Along with this, it also has highly effective tools like keyword difficulty, domain 

vs domain and charts that are of great help to you. 

AdSpike  

AdSpike is an automated 

AdWords tool that works 

using smart algorithms to 

optimize your advertising 

campaigns. It takes an 

average of 21 days to complete the first phase of optimization, but you will start 

getting results within a week with this tool. 

AdSpike supports both manual and automated actions. AdSpike gives a free trial 

for 30 days.  After that, it will cost you 4% of your Google AdWords budget.  

This tools delivers performance reports to measure the results, adapt bidding to 

quality score, quality tests to keep track of 404 URL’s and duplicate keywords, 

revamp strategies for PPC algorithms and budget controls to set budgets for 

your campaign to adapt maximum CPC. 

 

https://www.adspike.com/
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Chapter IV: Setting up a 

Profitable AD Campaign from 

Start to Finish. 

Setting up a Profitable AD Campaign on Google is absolutely simple. We will now 

walk you through the process of creating one from start to finish, as well as give 

you some really important advice in the process. 

The steps we will cover are: 

Step 1: Creating an AdWords Account 

Step 2: Creating your first campaign 

Step 3: Creating your first ad 

Step 4: Creating your first keyword list 

Step 5: Entering your Billing Details 

Step 6: Getting familiar with your AdWords Account 

Step 7: Going Mobile with AdWords. 
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Step 1: Creating an AdWords Account 

Creating an AdWords account is extremely simple, so for that reason this step 

will be really short.  

Begin by visiting Adwords.google.com, or if you are not in the United States, 

perhaps in the United Kingdom; you can choose to visit adwords.google.co.uk  

If you are not logged in, Google will ask you to login with your Google Account 

Details or create a new Google Account. 

Google has made it possible to 

connect each and every one of 

its services with a single and 

general account, which is pretty 

awesome and makes 

everything a lot easier to 

access. 

Well, buddy, you will be 

surprised, but that’s all you 

need to do to create an AdWords account. 

AdWords is very good at training. You will find all kinds of awesome resources to 

help you out in every step of the process. 

Google can walk you through every step of the process with very easy to apply 

steps, graphics and examples that will help you do everything right using 

AdWords. 

They also have videos at many places in the training area.  

https://adwords.google.com/
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Step 2: Creating your first campaign 

 Campaign Name  

Give your Campaign a 

recognizable name. A 

simpler name will 

make it easy for you to 

remember the 

account. Name the 

Campaign after the 

market or niche in which you want to start advertising.   

 Type 

Google Teaches that the campaign type you pick determines the places where 

your ads can appear through Google’s advertising networks (Search Network, 

Display Network), and the different settings and options available to you, such 

as bidding, location targeting, ad scheduling, or the types of ads you can create. 

Choosing the right campaign type can help you tailor your campaign to what’s 

appropriate for your goals, so you can spend time focusing only on the features 

most relevant to you. 

 Networks and Devices 

Networks and devices settings determines where on the internet and on which 

kinds of devices your ads will appear. The Networks space makes it easy for you 

to show up on Google Search, and also on Android’s display network.   
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You can also opt to display your Ads on mobile networks and iOS platform 

together with other devices with internet functionality. You are better off 

targeting all network places and methods for maximum exposure for your 

business. 

 Locations 

This refers to where customers are located. Targeting areas will help your Ads 

appear where your clients are situated on earth.  Select a combination of places 

such as: Continent-Countries-Regions-Cities, etc., which you want to target. 

Whether you deliver internationally or to a wider audience, focus on just one 

location. Come back later and develop custom Ad Campaigns for every market 

you target.  

 Languages 

This makes it easy for you to reach customers speaking a particular language. 

Select a language in which you will write your Ads and websites. If you so wish 

to reach your customers through different languages; come back and develop 

custom Ad campaigns later. 

Focus on one language on your fist campaign. Focusing on one language is one 

way to guarantee that your ads register success.  

 Bid Strategy 

This is one of the ways that you control costs of the Ad Campaign. The bid is the 

amount of money you are willing to pay for every click on your Ad. The bidding 

section allows you to choose between two options: 
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 Manual bidding point enables you to control your bid according to what 

you think the clicks will be worth. 

 Automatic bidding point is where the AdWords system manages your bids 

to get as many clicks as possible within your budget.  

 Budget 

Your daily budget controls your costs and determines how often your Ads 

appear each day. When your costs reach your maximum amount; the Ads will 

stop showing for the remainder of the day. Set your budget at the maximum 

amount you are comfortable with each day.  

If you spend the whole budget on clicks; your Ads will only appear some times, 

not all the time. Setting a higher budget increases the odds of your Ads being 

seen by potential clients at any given time during the day.  

 Ad Extensions 

This is an awesome feature if you want to give to your potential customers more 

easy ways to find you. 

Step 3: Creating your first ad 

The Ad text is the first thing a customer sees when they search for your 

product/service. Use your Ad to persuade potential customers to visit your 

website. Try as hard as you can within the Ad text to tell your customer to 

choose your Ad over that of your competitors.  

As google recommends, try to focus all the ads and keywords in an ad group on 

one product or service.  
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 Ad group name  

Here will be a good spot to 

place the specific name of 

the products or services 

you are about to promote. 

 Headlines 

The best Headlines relate directly to what is searched for. Try to include the 

product or service you are advertising in the headline. Your headline can be up 

to twenty-five characters including spaces. Try to convey critical details of the 

product/service in an offer; for example, the price or a discount 

 Description Line 1 

Add a call to action such as "Order Online" to let customers know what to do 

when they are on your website. The description lines can be up to 35 characters 

including spaces.  

 Description Line 2 

The second line of the Ad text should highlight any unique selling point that can 

distinguish you from your competitors. Remember, your customers will choose 

you instead of your competitors based on the benefits that your Ads are selling.   

Try to add the following: 

 Delivery Details 

 Limited offers 

 Customer Support Details 
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 Display URL 

The displayed URL should be the Site address of your homepage. If you have 

room; try adding an extension to the URL to describe your product further. 

Example; www.example.com/Yourproduct  Remember that your display URL 

can be up to 35 characters in length. 

 Landing Page 

The target URL is the page address in your website a visitor is directed to when 

they click on the Ad. On your site, locate the page that shows the information 

about the product or service that you offer on the Ad.  

Copy the page’s address and use it as the destination URL. If visitors do not 

immediately see what they are searching for, they are more likely to leave your 

website.     

Step 4: Creating your first keyword list 

By the way, if you refresh 

your page and got a red 

warning it is because you 

have not set up your billing 

yet, so don’t worry about it 

right now. 

Your Keywords are the 

words and phrases that will 

trigger your Ads to customers when they are looking for products or services 

online. If your keywords are relevant to the Ads, chances are high that you will 

get more clicks and more sales.  

http://www.example.com/Yourproduct
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Ensure that every keyword and phrase is relevant to the Ad you have written. 

Imagine what you would look for when searching for your product/service on 

Google’s Search Engine. One-word keywords are likely to be general. 

You are better off using two or three words on the keyword. Include regular 

variations, single and plural variations, synonyms or product and brand names. 

Try adding ten to twenty keywords to get you started.  

You can even use your own web page you are trying to advertise in order to 

come up with more relevant ideas. That way your keywords are 100% relevant to 

the content of your webpage. 

You can also use the Keyword Planner provided by Google AdWords itself. 

Here you will be able to come up with a lot of keyword ideas, too. 

Importance of Knowing How People Search 

The bottom line for any internet business is allowing people to know the exact 

thing they are searching. An extension of giving them what they need in the real 

world. AdWords keywords give you the opportunity to find out what people 

want. 

 You know the number of people expressing their desires and interests 

online 

 You know the number of persons searching for an individual 

product/service 

 Armed with this type of information; you can now approximate the target 

market. 

 

https://adwords.google.com/KeywordPlanner
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Coming Up With Keywords 

Start off by writing down all of the phrases you can come up with. The keywords 

should relate to your products or services. Do not exclude anything for any 

reason. However, avoid using general keywords, vague keywords or keywords 

that have dual meaning.  

Again, don’t stop trying to identify phrases your prospects would never search 

for, because they don’t know your business as well as you do. You could miss 

out on the exact keywords most people would search.  

Follow these procedures to create a gross keyword list: 

 Word stemming (espresso, nespresso) 

 Use both singulars and plurals (Packet, Packets) 

 Discover synonyms (Cake Maker, Cake Mixer) 

 Figure-Out the most common misspellings (Express, Espress) 

 Find-out different punctuation (Press machine. Press-machine) 

 Think about particular problems that are likely to appear related to your 

business. Use these as keywords (Cake Mixer repair). 

Step 5: Entering your 

Billing Details 

This is a critical step to consider 

if you want to see your 

campaign succeed.  

 Account Type 

The first thing you come across 
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after logging into the billing page is the Account Type. If you are making an 

individual or business campaign, click on the tab that is applicable to you. 

 Name and Address    

This is the section where you will enter your individual or business names where 

the bill will be sent. In the same section, you share your street address, city, etc., 

so that the bill can come to your door. Enter the right details, so that you do not 

miss getting your bill.  

 How You Pay  

There are two ways to pay the bill. These two options include: 

Automatic Payments: The payment is made after your Ad runs. Your Ads 

execute the instant you submit the billing information. You make payments after 

accruing costs. The payments are made automatically after reaching the billing 

threshold of thirty days. 

Manual Payments: The payment option demands that you make payments 

before running Ads. Ads typically start running after your first payment is 

processed. Payment is deducted from the prepaid balance every time your 

account accrues costs. 

 What You Pay With 

There are two ways you can opt to pay the bill. Check either Bank Account tab or 

Credit or Debit Card tab. Select an appropriate paying option that works best for 

you. 
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 Billing communication language 

An important tab. You select the language that you wish the billing information 

to be written in. Choose a language that you are familiar with, so that you avoid 

struggling with the billing information once you receive the bill. 

 Terms and Conditions 

It’s unfortunate that many people just check the terms and conditions tab 

without going through them first. You are better off going through the terms of 

running an AdWords account. You will know the rules and abide by them, lest 

you risk being banned from doing something illegal. 

Carefully go through these conditions and only check the “I agree” box if you 

expect to conform to them.  

Step 6: Getting familiar with your AdWords Account 

 Home Tab  

The home tab page 

gives you an overview 

of how your account is 

performing. Here, you 

will access alerts and 

announcements.  

Advice: when you log 

into your account, kindly check the alerts and reports sections. These are the 

places that AdWords will post the latest news and any critical information.  

There are numerous other helpful sections on the home tab. 
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You will find an overview of your campaign and performance, as well as 

information showing you what keywords are working best and links to useful 

content. Make sure you check them out.  

 Campaigns Tab  

If you follow every step 

of the process, you will 

be able to see sub tabs 

like:  Campaigns, Ad 

groups, Settings, Ads, 

Keywords, Ad 

Extensions and 

Dimensions. 

One thing to note is the availability of help notes everywhere, which is 

awesome. 

Clicking on the settings Sub tab will show you the campaign settings page. This 

page reveals where your Ad is targeted and your daily budget. This is the place 

you visit whenever you wish to change any of the settings.  

The Ads Sub Tab shows you the performance of all running Ads, including the 

status of your Ads. All Ads running on Google have to be reviewed. The process 

ensures that they conform to Google’s advertising policy. There are Ads that will 

run pending a review, while there are Ads that will need to be considered before 

running.  

You can go ahead and check out the other sub tabs and take a look at them. 
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 Opportunities tab  

The opportunities area is a 

really cool place where you 

will be able to get advice on 

how to set up a more 

effective campaign, as well 

as personalized 

opportunities you can implement in your advertising efforts. 

Because your campaign is new, you won’t see any opportunities just yet. 

 Tools tab  

Finally, in the tools you will 

find tools in which Google 

AdWords has invested a lot 

of money, so you can make 

the most out of Google 

AdWords on behalf of your 

business. 

The most famous tool is the Keyword Planner. 

Here you will be able to plan your next successful search campaign a lot easier. 

You just need to type a topic. 

Take a look at some parameters like Country and Language. 

And then you can see a lot of awesome ad groups you can use to add to your 

existing campaign and enhance your audience reach significantly. 
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Step 7: Going Mobile with AdWords. 

Going mobile with Google AdWords is extremely simple, as well. 

The way you can convert it to be displayed on mobile devices is really simple. 

You first go to the campaign tab. Then, click on the ads sub tab. Then, you click 

on the edit button to edit the tab. There you see the option to advertise on 

mobile devices, as well. 

 

If you would like to activate the mobile advertising right from the beginning of 

the ad creation, you can do so. 

You can create a new ad group by clicking on ad groups. Click on the red button 

ad group. Then, select your Campaign. 
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Selecting the final URL option will let you insert your mobile optimized URL. If 

your website is responsive, which means it can be viewed on any device, then 

just enter the same URL. 

As you can see, Google AdWords has been optimizing all these advertising tools 

to be extremely simple and quick to manage. 
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Chapter V: 10 Proven Tricks 

you should start using today. 

Google AdWords is an effective way to promote your products and services. It 

enables you to target potential customers by placing relevant ads on Search 

Engine Results Pages. It helps you to expand your business by getting targeted 

traffic to your website. 

Here are a few Google AdWords tricks followed by successful marketers 

          Bid Popping 

Bid Popping is a unique way of making the bids high at the start to achieve a 

higher ad position, that ultimately helps to get a higher click through rate, and 

then, after a certain span of time, changing them back to a manageable figure. 

This strategy is followed by successful business owners when they have to 

operate in a specified budget, and also achieve quality traffic on their website. 

Bid Popping enables you to get authentic data about your keywords in an 

efficient manner. After deciding which keywords you need to spend on, you can 

bring the price down so as to balance the conversion volume and CPA as well. 

          Email Notification 

Email notifications are the best way to get your business up and running. With 

the help of this, you can either become aware of a potential threat that may 

come up, or make people aware of an upcoming feature that you added. 
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Email notifications help you to track performance in a great way, and help you 

understand the most promising keywords for your campaign. With this, you do 

not need to worry about long term results. 

There are different types of notifications (or alerts) such as billing alerts, 

marketing newsletters, special offers, your campaign maintenance letters, etc. 

          Day Parting 

Day Parting is also known as Ad scheduling. It helps you to select particular 

times of a day you want your ads to be displayed.  By doing so, you can 

maximize performance by increasing the visibility of your advertisement. 

If you are a B2B marketer and you are aware that there are only specific hours 

when maximum searches are done, you can make sure that your ads get 

displayed in that time. It avoids paying for no output. 

It also enables you to get ahead of your competitors, if they exhaust their 

advertising budgets in absence of proper planning. It increases your ad position 

and reduces the CPC to your benefit. 

          Search Terms Report 

A search term refers to the same word or a set of words that are entered by a 

customer when he searches for any particular information. 

This report enables the advertisers to find out the actual search query the 

customer went through and ultimately that forced him to click. The searched 

word does not necessarily mean the exact question, but it could be related to 

that word. 
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By doing this, you can identify new search items that have a high potential, to 

add them to your list of keywords. This also gives you a good idea of certain 

terms that are not important for your business, so you can use them as negative 

keywords. 

          Effective use of Ad rotation 

Ad rotation is the practice of showing different advertisements at the same 

location on a website page. The ads can be rotated when the web page is 

completely reloaded, or in a single page load, or both. 

Ad rotation helps you showcase your ads on the Search network, as well as 

Display network. There are 4 different options available for you- 

 Optimization for clicks- High performing ads are delivered in the auction 

as compared to other ads in the same group. 

 Optimization for conversions- In this case, the ads that are expected to 

convert more than the other ads in the group delivered in the auction. 

 Even rotation- Here, an equal chance is given to all types of ads to get 

displayed in spite of low conversion rates or low CTR. 

 Indefinite rotation- It works the same as even rotation, the only 

difference being it works for an indefinite amount of time and 

optimization is not possible in this case. 

          Use Site Links 

Site Links the text that appears below the ad text. You can add site links to your 

ad, and you can also add its description within 2-3 lines. Site links show a 

shortcut to link you directly to a specific section of your website. 
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Site links are easy to implement and play an important role in successful Google 

AdWords campaigns. It directs customers to a unique landing page and helps 

them get what they are looking for.  

It is an effective way to increase Click through Rate. It improves your ad rank and 

helps you to attract potential customers before a click occurs. 

          Device preference 

With the ability to create campaigns related to different devices, you can modify 

your campaign structure and bidding strategy to numerous people across 

multiple devices. 

This plays a crucial role in determining the success or failure of your ads. 

There is a lot of indecision about whether the ads should be displayed either on 

mobiles or a desktop.  

With the ability to create device specific campaigns, you are not dependent on a 

particular method for garnering conversions. Ultimately, you can enhance your 

conversions in the long run. 

           Bid management 

Bid management is essential for a successful Google AdWords campaign. You 

can increase or decrease your bid according to your needs. It ensures that 

campaign tracking becomes quite easy and effective. 

If you are bidding too low, then CTR can suffer and if you are bidding to high 

without a decent CTR, then it will cost a lot. Manage your budget regularly, then 

bid accordingly. You can bid high for the exact match. 
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You can use automated bidding software without getting into a bidding war 

with your competitors. You can use advantage of bid modifiers for location and 

devices to increase or decrease the bidding price to attract relevant customers. 

          Relevant content 

Use dynamic content in your text ads. This dynamic text is easy to use and costs 

nothing. It differentiates your ads from others on SERP (Search Engine Results 

Page). It helps you get easily discovered. 

You can create dynamic text in your ads based on the content of your website. 

You can add one or more dynamic ad for your Google AdWords campaign. These 

dynamic ads are easy to maintain, and give better results. 

It also adds creativity to your ads and helps you improve CTR (Click through 

Rate) and drive more traffic to your website. 

          Geo-targeting and Device-Targeting 

Google AdWords allows you to show your ads only to a specific audience from a 

specific location. You can target country, city, and zip code, or even by radius 

targeting. By using Geo-targeting you can optimize your budget.  

It also enables you to target your audience separately by a specific device type, 

like: laptops, desktops, tablets or mobile devices. You can also optimize your 

budget by the device type from which customers search for your ads. 
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Chapter VI: 10 Do’s you can’t 

miss. 

Google AdWords has proven to be an immensely beneficial source to increase 

the growth prospects of your business. With its help, you can surely increase the 

clicks and conversions to enhance your business. 

But, there are some extremely vital things that cannot be overlooked in order to 

maximize chances for growth. Let’s go through some of them in a precise 

manner 

          Make use of the Keyword planner 

Google provides you with a very helpful tool that helps you locate, utilize and 

optimize keywords per your preference. It gives you the opportunity to 

formulate strategies as you desire. 

But, the most important thing you need to keep in mind is to have patience. Do 

not expect the results to come with the click of your finger. 

          Create an Attractive and Responsive website 

In this age of technological competitiveness, you need to be at the top of your 

game when it comes to attracting an audience. Your website is the first 

impression of the viewer, make sure it doesn’t become the last. 

Users are searching for information within a certain time frame. So, to get their 

attention, have a well outlined and informative website. 
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          Understand how the ads are displayed 

A great deal of advertisers do not devote time when it comes to understanding 

how advertisements get displayed on Google. They do not give importance to 

this point, that holds a great deal of value. 

Numerous factors - like your advertising budget, cost per click, rates offered by 

your competitors, etc., have to be well understood before plunging in. 

          Work on a suitable plan of action 

A proper Google AdWords campaign cannot work until you devise an effective 

plan of action. Make sure that you have a specific and well defined plan of action 

that clearly outlines your objectives. 

By doing this, you'll ensure that you have the correct path to follow in order to 

attain success. 

          Create attractive advertisements 

Another valuable thing to give a thought to is create advertisements that have 

an attention capturing quality in them. Spend enough time creating ads that will 

cater to the needs and requirements of your audience. 

It’s very important to create ads that make your customers feel connected with. 

Remember, each and every second of your advertisement can make you or 

break you. 

          Proper Re-Targeting campaigns 

The success or failure of every advertising campaign depends on effective use of 

your ability to get back lost customers on your website. Many times, business 

owners do not realize it and it will mean dire consequences. 
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The simplest way to get back your departed customers is to create relevant eye 

capturing ads that grab their attention within the first few seconds. 

          Adequate adjustments to your ads 

The most important point to keep in mind is to make timely adjustments to your 

advertisements. If you find that your ads are unable to get the desired results, 

you should either remove them, or use them for only a certain period of time. 

Along with this, you can also make random checks to find out if you're getting 

the expected income from different geographical locations. It will help you to 

remove the ad from places that are totally non-results oriented. 

           Effective Conversion tracking 

Conversion tracking helps you monitor how much a sale is costing your business, 

how much you are paying for every click, etc. By doing this, you can plan your 

expenses and move ahead in a focused manner. 

This simply means that you will be able to see what the return on investment for 

your business is. If there are some deviations, corrective actions can be taken. 

          Test various versions for your ads 

A golden rule in business is “Testing is the most important key to success”. It 

simply highlights the importance of testing different versions of your 

advertisement and not relying on a single ad. 

It will enable you to find out which particular ad is converting the most based on 

the number of visitors that see it. It is always suggested to create 2 or 3 different 

versions of an ad, and test their usability for specific time frames. 
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          Best use of negative keywords 

The importance of using negative keywords for your campaign’s success can 

never be overlooked. Having negative keywords improves the quality of search 

and also prevents you from wasting money. 

However, it can also backfire at times, if not implemented in a proper manner. 

So, be careful and keep in mind all strategies have an “Apply carefully” tag 

attached with them. 

By following the above mentioned strategies, you can march on the path of 

success with the most effective use of Google AdWords. You can also beat your 

competitors, and reap the most out of your advertising campaign. 
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Chapter VII: 10 warnings you 

should be aware of while 

using AdWords. 

Google AdWords can be most the systematic and organized way to attract 

targeted traffic towards your website in the least amount of time. But, kick-

starting it in a correct way brings great results for your businesses.  

If you do things in a wrong way, it can ruin your business. Here we are going to 

talk about some mistakes that you must avoid in order to optimize your Google 

AdWords campaign- 

          Using irrelevant keyword matches:  

Many marketers and businesses don’t take advantage of broad match, phrase 

match, or exact match keywords. Don’t use broad match and highly searched 

keywords because they are expensive and bring irrelevant traffic to your 

website.  

You need to use the most relevant and exact phrases for your business. With 

this, you might get fewer clicks, which will be more likely to convert. This will 

also improve you CTR and CPA. 

          Unfocused Google Display Network Campaigns:  

AdWords advertisers fail because after setting their ad campaign, they forget to 

verify it. Your ads are displayed to a huge audience, and by not focusing on your 

campaign, you lose time and money. 
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Distorted campaigns also decrease your brand value and reputation. To avoid 

this situation, be focused and update your campaigns. Be results oriented to get 

the best results from GDN advertising. 

          Low Quality Scores: 

Quality Score is a method of Google AdWords to know and evaluate the 

relevancy of your ads. If your landing page, home page and index page are less 

relevant with the keyword, it gets a low quality score.  

To fix this issue, you need to create and run various versions of ads and keep the 

best one, enable ad extension to improve quality score and CTR, and bid on 

brand-terms to increase the quality score for your campaign.  

            Poor Mobile Optimization: 

Running Google AdWords campaigns to target your customers is an easy task. 

But when it comes to mobile advertising, many marketers are not taking 

advantage of it in the right way. Their website is either less or non-optimized for 

mobile. 

To target mobile users, you can write mobile preferred ads, enable call extension 

because mobile conversions begin with a call and analyze your mobile Cost-Per-

Action.  

          Non-responsive Landing Pages:  

Landing pages are the final opportunity to convert your clicks into conversions. 

But, if your landing pages are not generating enough profits, something is 

wrong. A single mistake on your landing page can ruin your conversions, return 

and revenue. 
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You can optimize landing page conversion rates by using an A/B split testing. 

You can also design a unique landing page for each and every ad group. 

           Not using Negative keywords:  

If you are not utilizing the benefit of negative keywords, that simply states that 

you are tempting the irrelevant searchers to view your ads and misspend your 

money. 

So don’t undervalue the potential of negative keywords. AdWords permits you 

to take advantage of negative keywords to eliminate the not matched keywords 

with your product. Negative keywords influence Quality score in a positive way. 

          Absence of keywords in ads: 

Missing relevant keywords while creating your advertisements can have 

negative consequences for your business. It reduces the possibility of getting 

discovered easily by visitors.  

To get maximum benefits, include keywords in the title of the ad, as well as 

content of the ad copy. It ensures you have a high Quality Score for your landing 

page.  

          Evade Geo-targeting: 

Without Geo-targeting, you are wasting your time, money and clicks and 

attracting irrelevant visitors. If you are running your business in a particular area, 

and not specifying your location, you can lose a lot of customers and brand 

value.  

To avoid this, you can use Geographic targeting to limit your advertisement for 

relevant searches to a specific location.  
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          Dis-organized Ad Groups: 

If you are operating your Google AdWords campaign with irrelevant keywords 

and uncategorized ad groups, you will never be able to achieve your desired 

results.  

To overcome this situation, you should categorize your keywords according to 

the relevancy of the ad. It improves CTR and the Quality Score of your ad.  

          Not Testing Ad position: 

Your goal with AdWords is to improve your branding and generate great 

outcome with the advertising campaign. But, if you're not testing for the best 

relevant position, this can decrease your page rankings and your audience will 

not be able to find you.  

To get over this, you can examine various ad spots to find the best one. It will 

decrease your cost per click and improves your rankings in order to get better 

results. 

By keeping all these points in mind, you can ensure that you will not move ahead 

in the wrong direction. These warnings are just some basic indicators that you 

should be careful of. Do not consider them to be the only road blocks for giving 

you success and ultimate growth. 
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Chapter VIII: Shocking Google 

AdWords Case Studies. 

The best way to know how companies actually utilize Google AdWords and 

other services is by having a look at their success stories. So, let’s take a sneak 

peak at some authentic examples which prove businesses and marketers are 

making the best use of Google AdWords to garner success. 

Flor  

Flor is an innovative 

system located in 

Chicago that designs 

50cm squishy carpet 

squares in an extensive 

range of colors and 

patterns that can be 

assembled as rugs, runners and wall to wall designs of any size and shape. 

The objective of Flor was to increase their online presence, revenue and retarget 

their lost customers. Flor turned to ChannelAdvisor in order to resolve this issue.  

ChannelAdvisor set up various remarketing lists based on audience reactions to 

the Flor website. It created inventive ads relevant to their lists for better 

conversions and ROI. Using Google AdWords for retargeting, Flor's revenue was 

increased by 30%.  

 

http://www.flor.com/
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Seeking Health  

Seeking Health focuses on 

day-to-day nutrients, 

supplements, and 

additives in order for 

people to remain healthy 

and prevent disease. 

Its goal was to generate brand awareness, increase traffic, sales and revenue 

with maximum ROI. 

They collaborated with Vertical Rail to manage and optimize their Google 

AdWords Campaigns. Vertical Rail gathered the data from their existing Product 

Listing Ads campaign and analyzed it deeply to find out their highest quality 

score.  

Vertical Rail discovered the most powerful keywords and wrote ad copy with 

unique selling points to stay ahead of the competition.  

Within 1 month, Seeking Health's revenue increased by 342%, their ROI raised by 

2289%, average CPC decreased by 74%, Conversion rate increased 411%, Click 

through rate rose 5.6% and value per visit increased by 527%.  

Julian Bakery  

Julian Bakery was founded in 

1990 by Barbara Squier. The 

company specializes in low 

carb, vegan and gluten free, 

and other specialty breads. 

http://www.seekinghealth.com/
http://www.julianbakery.com/
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The aim of Julian Bakery was to increase their brand awareness and in-store and 

online conversions.  

Marketing Head Heath Squier determined the power of Google Display Network 

was the way to go for their online marketing campaign. The company used 

placement targeting options that allowed them to opt for websites to show the 

ads.  

They also took advantage of geo-targeting options to focus on in-store sales. 

The results they received were shocking, their conversion rate increased by 35% 

and impressions increased by 330%.  

Heath said, “Google advertisement has been the key to our success and it’s 

helped us to achieve significant growth.” 

Comcast  

Comcast is a global leader 

providing residential 

consumers and businesses 

services such as Internet, 

phone, and cable television. 

The company wanted to engage their audience on its website.   

Comcast associated with Google AdWords and ran a mobile specific advertising 

campaign. They also took advantage of mobile AdWords and mobile search ad 

extensions. 

Comcast created top keywords to engage the audience that was already looking 

optimize their services. The advertising campaign was highly successful.  

http://www.comcast.com/
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The company saw an increase in mobile search Click through rates of 270%, 

mobile click-to-call was boosted 100%, they got more than 1 million impressions 

via mobiles per month and huge numbers of sales were driven from mobiles.  

BuildDirect  

BuildDirect is the world’s 

prominent online 

manufacturer/wholesaler of 

flooring and building materials. 

Its aim was to remarket its 

offerings and increase its 

brand value. They also wanted to get new customers.  

The company got started with Google Display Network and took advantage of 

its complete range of GDN and remarketing tools.  

They utilized Dynamic Remarketing to design custom ads automatically, similar 

audiences to target audiences who have the same interest as their existing 

customers and a Display campaign optimizer to have control of bidding. 

The results were surprising. The company saw an increase of 15% in leads and 10% 

in revenue. Similar audiences raised 7% of display impression. Remarketing 

increased display based 

revenue 68%.  

The Honest Company  

The Honest Company was 

established by actress 

Jessica Alba and 

http://www.builddirect.com/
https://www.honest.com/
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manufactures ecological and creatively designed products for babies, families 

and homes.  

The goal of the company was to extend its reach to ready-to-buy parents, attract 

more customers to sign-up for free trials, and looking for top-quality leads at a 

reasonable price. 

They utilized Google AdWords with a keyword contextual targeting option for 

in-market audience and targeted prominent high volume websites to show their 

ads to get better results.  

Company conversions increased 30% with Google AdWords, thousands of new 

subscribers signed up for free trials and they got 38% better results with 

keyword contextual targeting.  

L’Oreal Paris  

L’Oreal Paris is a 

leading beauty brand 

situated in Paris, 

France. The vision of 

the company is 

furnishing economical 

luxury for people who 

desire an eminence in beauty.  

The goal of the company was to build their brand awareness and become the 

first stop for beauty. 

To achieve these, the company understood the consumer’s beauty trends and 

made the product to meet the consumer’s requirement. They delivered branded 

http://www.lorealparisusa.com/
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content and used attractive search queries to reach and engage their audience 

effectively. 

As for results, the company initiated search insights as a necessary tool for 

spotting and monitoring trends. They revitalized the home hair color category: 

50% Feria Ombré customers are new to this category.  

Netshoes  

Netshoes is the 

world's leading web-

based e-retailer of 

sporting goods and 

athletic apparel for 

men, women and kids 

in Brazil, Argentina and Mexico.  

Netshoes was aiming to boost its conversions among new and existing 

customers. They also wanted to increase their revenue and return on 

investment.  

The company utilized Dynamic Remarketing for its campaign, using Remarketing 

Lists for Search Ads (RLSA) for the list of existing users and remarket them with 

Search Ads while segmenting the audience according to their geographics and 

demographics. 

They got awesome results with Google AdWords, Dynamic remarketing revenue 

was increased 30-40%, click through rate doubled, and the conversion rate 

improved 61% during the Christmas Season.  

http://www.netshoes.com.br/
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With Remarketing Lists for Search Ads (RLSA), click through rates were 

increased 30%, Cost per action decreased 15%, and overall Return on investment 

was increased 20%. 

Fiat  

Fiat was established in 

1899 and it 

manufactures 

automobiles in some of 

the densest markets in 

the world. It left the 

U.S. market in 1983 and 

came back in 2011 to the North American Market.  

The objective of Fiat was to improve its brand value and to generate sales in the 

U.S. market. 

To attain success, Fiat closely observed automobile users to learn how to build 

relationships. It advertised against “branded and category” keywords and 

partnered with Google and IpsosMedia CT to analyze Search ad impact on brand 

value.  

The company brand awareness increased 11.5% with Search Ads, Top of the mind 

awareness was improved by 4%when ads appeared in the top sponsored 

position and there was an 

increase of 120% in sales 

between 2011 and 2012. 

TIM Brasil  

http://www.fiat.com/
http://www.tim.com.br/
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With more than 70 million consumers, Telecom Italia Mobile (TIM) Brasil is the 

kingdom’s greatest telecommunication corporation.  

The company wanted to advertise its mobile contest to a wider range of 

audience and get more views on the videos by targeting the most relevant 

audience.  

TIM Brasil united their promotional campaign with TrueView ads on YouTube, 

took advantage of Hover-to-play ads and Video Gallery Lightbox ads to reach 

across the Google Display Network. They also used demographics and category 

targeting. 

And they got fabulous results 

With Video Gallery Lightbox ads they got an average engagement rate of 7.78%, 

peaked at 21.29%, and they generated over 9M impressions without any extra 

charges. 

Hover-to-Play ads had an average engagement rate of 4.75%, peaked at 6.78% 

and acquired 36M impressions. 

TrueView in-stream ads received an average view through rate of 14% and 

attained over 6M impressions from 3.7M unique users. 
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Chapter IX: Google AdWords 

for Internet Marketers - 

Making Money Online. 

There are many ways to make money online. And the wonderful thing about 

Google AdWords is that you can use it to make money with each and every one 

of those ways to generate income over the web. 

If you believe it's difficult to get a lot of money out of Google AdWords 

advertising, that’s because you might not know how to do it. 

There is an absolutely amazing way to know how to make a lot of money out of 

Google AdWords advertising without getting your account banned, and that is 

by spying on Google AdWords Competition. 

Online Shopping Websites 

“Online shopping (sometimes known as e-tail from "electronic retail" or e-

shopping) is a form of electronic commerce which allows consumers to directly 

buy goods or services from a seller over the Internet using a web browser.” Source 

You can create a Google AdWords Campaign and send the traffic straight to an 

Online Shopping Website and be able to generate your own income over the 

web by selling products. 

Online Training Websites 

Training over the web is one of the most lucrative ways to build a business over 

the web. We are talking about a multi-million dollar market. 

http://cakesupplyshop.com/cake-toppers-871-c.asp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_shopping
http://www.yenersway.com/?gclid=CjwKEAjwz_-nBRC0zbDb_YOT1TgSJACW2VEC6bntoSJqArxXWAFYlNy-0yo8Y0ukvPTzoxYC2rolghoCmzvw_wcB
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If you specialize in any task, skill or knowledge and you have the ability to teach 

it to someone, you certainly can do the exact same thing online. 

You can create a Google AdWords Campaign and send the traffic straight to an 

Online Training Website and be able to generate your own income over the web 

by showing people how to do something. 

List Building Strategy on Websites 

Building a niche centered list is one of the most important things you will ever 

do as an internet marketer. 

Once you have people that are really interested in your niche, all gathered into a 

list, you will be able to email them advertising for your products and services and 

generate a great deal of money doing so. 

You can create a popup window advertising something and insert a sign up 

form, so once visitors enter your website, they can submit their name and email 

and get into your list. You can then create a Google AdWords Campaign and 

send the traffic straight to that webpage and be able to generate your own 

income over the web by sending email promotions to them.  

Lead Generation Strategy on Websites 

Generating a Lead is different than getting an email subscriber. A lead is a lot 

more valued than an email subscriber, because getting a lead means you are 

getting a lot more information from the interested user than just a name and 

email. 

You can create a Google AdWords Campaign and send the traffic straight to that 

lead generation page on your website and be able to create a powerful action 

http://www.kitchenkrafts.com/category/cake-decorating-tools-and-supplies?x=GOOGLE&gclid=CjwKEAjwz_-nBRC0zbDb_YOT1TgSJACW2VECVt8aFQOnPLHsznh0ic-h_CAxemvkc7eT2Sg5f3_QlhoCjnfw_wcB
https://surveys.diabeticconnect.com/freerecipes/?vendor_hash=40a7bb7b1358559f54624fa8cb2b4f6e4bccd42321ea3&provider_code=cirrusGLS&affiliate_id=paidsearch1&keyword=diabetes+diet&type=%7bifsearch:Search%7d%7bifcontent:Content%7d&adid=%7bcreative%7d&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=diabetes+diet&utm_content=%7bcreative%7d&utm_campaign=FreeRecipes&Network=%7bifContent:Content%7d%7bifSearch:Search%7d&SiteTarget=%7bplacement%7d&wm_crID=23232865&wm_lpID=99004623&wm_ctID=514&wm_kwID=64669311&wm_mtID=1&wm_content=0&wm_g_crID=53448597292&wm_g_kw=diabetes+diet&wm_g_pcmt=&wm_g_cnt=0&wm_g_device=c&gclid=CjwKEAjw8oSoBRCss4qDrP3Y7yUSJACKumZ9ZO7TSLFCxTIMcfI8c6oLGLsLwEFESgK5qs8NJIq7xxoCnCvw_wcB&wm_kw=diabetes+diet&wm_sd=1
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taker list which will make you great income over the web by following up on 

them as well. 

Affiliate Product Blogs 

Affiliate Marketing consists of a performance based method of marketing in 

which businesses and affiliates work together to create profit. It is the best way 

to increase your revenue and sales. 

Usually Google AdWords doesn’t allow affiliate links in the ad campaign itself, 

but you can advertise a blog with an AdWords campaign to make those affiliate 

sales. 

You need to find the best and highest converting products from your niche that 

you can promote. Then you can create banner ads, side bar ads; articles and blog 

posts inside your blog which will include your affiliate links to promote an 

affiliate product. 

You can then create a Google AdWords Campaign and send the traffic straight 

to that place where your affiliate links are located and be able to generate your 

own affiliate income over the web. 

Google Video Advertising 

Video marketing is a great promotional way to increase traffic on your website. 

It becomes highly effective if you do it right.  

You can take advantage of Google AdWords to promote your business’s video 

on YouTube and GDN (Google Display Network). Google AdWords for video is 

really a big deal, you can reach a huge audience with a small investment on 

Google AdWords. 

http://waystoavoidscamsonline.com/affilorama-by-mark-ling-is-it-just-another-scam
http://www.youtube.com/yt/advertise/index.html
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AdWords allows you to create four different types of YouTube True View video 

ads, like: In-Stream, In-Search, In-Slate and In-Display. 

By using Google AdWords with Video Marketing, you can extend your reach to 

the potential audience, and increase cost effectiveness by paying only when the 

viewer watches your video. 

Donation Page 

This is not a commercial way to make money online, but if you have an 

organization and you need some help from the web and from all around the 

globe, you can also use Google AdWords traffic to support that cause as well. 

You can create a Google AdWords Campaign and send the traffic straight to that 

Donation or Support page and be able to generate money over the web by 

showing people how they can be part of your important cause in behalf of 

humanity. 

Well fellows, there you have 7 awesome and workable ideas for making money 

online straight from Google AdWords Traffic.  

My advice to you is to keep looking for more ideas by just visiting those ads 

Google displays in its sponsor area, so you can be sure to create something that 

Google has already approved. 

If you have an idea, but you don’t see any examples on the Google Ads section, 

just don’t do it and avoid getting your account banned. 

 

 

https://donations.diabetes.org/site/Donation2?df_id=13320&13320.donation=form1&autologin=true&s_src=13320&s_subsrc=redcpcg_brand&cr=dc&medium=CPC&gclid=CjwKEAjw8oSoBRCss4qDrP3Y7yUSJACKumZ9XVedAVyzIjl997y-axRxagAtZp1gKM9yh6-WdV-8BRoCU4Tw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
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Conclusion: 

We’re thrilled that 

you have chosen to 

take advantage of our 

training guide, and we 

wish you amazing 

success.  Thanks so 

much for the time you 

have dedicated to 

learning how to get the most advantages from Google AdWords. 

Google AdWords has come to stay in the market forever. 

To Your Success, 

JayKay Bak 
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Google AdWords 
Resources 
Videos  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05we2g3Edgs  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q07Jr9Vihlk    

Tools 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_AjESp1YiQ 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnaWbQYuh4A 

Training Courses 

 http://www.google.co.uk/adwords/onlineclassroom/ 
 http://www.webcredible.com/training/ppc-training.shtml 

Blogs 

 https://blog.kissmetrics.com/10-commons-adwords-mistakes/ 
 http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/10/27/google-adwords-features 

Forums 

 https://www.en.adwords-community.com/ 
 https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/adwords-api 

Affiliate Programs 

 http://www.google.co.uk/ads/affiliatenetwork/ 
 http://www.pinoy7.com/w3corner/are-you-interested-in-becoming-an-adwords-affiliate.shtml 

Infographics 

 http://www.pulpmedia.at/how-does-google-adwords-work/ 
 http://www.wordstream.com/articles/what-is-google-adwords 

Demographics 

 http://www.google.com/ads/displaynetwork/success-stories.html 
 http://www.digitaltrainingacademy.com/casestudies/tag/Google+AdWords 

Webinars 

 http://www.google.co.uk/ads/experienced/webinars.html 
 http://www.google.co.uk/adwords/onlineclassroom/ 

Facts 

 http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2012/08/13/google-adwords-facts 
 http://www.slideshare.net/WishpondTechnologiesLtd/21-random-stats-and-facts-about-google-ad-words 

Case Studies 

 http://www.google.com/ads/displaynetwork/success-stories.html 
 http://www.digitaltrainingacademy.com/casestudies/tag/Google+AdWords 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05we2g3Edgs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q07Jr9Vihlk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_AjESp1YiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnaWbQYuh4A
http://www.google.co.uk/adwords/onlineclassroom/
http://www.webcredible.com/training/ppc-training.shtml
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/10-commons-adwords-mistakes/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/10/27/google-adwords-features
https://www.en.adwords-community.com/
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/adwords-api
http://www.google.co.uk/ads/affiliatenetwork/
http://www.pinoy7.com/w3corner/are-you-interested-in-becoming-an-adwords-affiliate.shtml
http://www.pulpmedia.at/how-does-google-adwords-work/
http://www.wordstream.com/articles/what-is-google-adwords
http://www.google.com/ads/displaynetwork/success-stories.html
http://www.digitaltrainingacademy.com/casestudies/tag/Google+AdWords
http://www.google.co.uk/ads/experienced/webinars.html
http://www.google.co.uk/adwords/onlineclassroom/
http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2012/08/13/google-adwords-facts
http://www.slideshare.net/WishpondTechnologiesLtd/21-random-stats-and-facts-about-google-ad-words
http://www.google.com/ads/displaynetwork/success-stories.html
http://www.digitaltrainingacademy.com/casestudies/tag/Google+AdWords
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Limited Special Offer for You: 

Google AdWords Made Easy 
(Video Training) 

 
 

Click here and Claim your Copy with FULL Private Label 
Rights and Make a lot of Money with it starting TODAY! 

http://um4.me/gainabox
http://um4.me/gainabox

